A first step in identifying the content of a document is determining which topics that document addresses. We describe a generative model for documents, introduced by Blei 
W
hen scientists decide to write a paper, one of the first things they do is identify an interesting subset of the many possible topics of scientific investigation. The topics addressed by a paper are also one of the first pieces of information a person tries to extract when reading a scientific abstract. Scientific experts know which topics are pursued in their field, and this information plays a role in their assessments of whether papers are relevant to their interests, which research areas are rising or falling in popularity, and how papers relate to one another. Here, we present a statistical method for automatically extracting a representation of documents that provides a first-order approximation to the kind of knowledge available to domain experts. Our method discovers a set of topics expressed by documents, providing quantitative measures that can be used to identify the content of those documents, track changes in content over time, and express the similarity between documents. We use our method to discover the topics covered by papers in PNAS in a purely unsupervised fashion and illustrate how these topics can be used to gain insight into some of the structure of science.
The statistical model we use in our analysis is a generative model for documents; it reduces the complex process of producing a scientific paper to a small number of simple probabilistic steps and thus specifies a probability distribution over all possible documents. Generative models can be used to postulate complex latent structures responsible for a set of observations, making it possible to use statistical inference to recover this structure. This kind of approach is particularly useful with text, where the observed data (the words) are explicitly intended to communicate a latent structure (their meaning). The particular generative model we use, called Latent Dirichlet Allocation, was introduced in ref. 1 . This generative model postulates a latent structure consisting of a set of topics; each document is produced by choosing a distribution over topics, and then generating each word at random from a topic chosen by using this distribution.
The plan of this article is as follows. In the next section, we describe Latent Dirichlet Allocation and present a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm for inference in this model, illustrating the operation of our algorithm on a small dataset. We then apply our algorithm to a corpus consisting of abstracts from PNAS from 1991 to 2001, determining the number of topics needed to account for the information contained in this corpus and extracting a set of topics. We use these topics to illustrate the relationships between different scientific disciplines, assessing trends and ''hot topics'' by analyzing topic dynamics and using the assignments of words to topics to highlight the semantic content of documents.
Documents, Topics, and Statistical Inference
A scientific paper can deal with multiple topics, and the words that appear in that paper reflect the particular set of topics it addresses. In statistical natural language processing, one common way of modeling the contributions of different topics to a document is to treat each topic as a probability distribution over words, viewing a document as a probabilistic mixture of these topics (1-6). If we have T topics, we can write the probability of the ith word in a given document as
where z i is a latent variable indicating the topic from which the ith word was drawn and P(w i ͉z i ϭ j) is the probability of the word w i under the jth topic. P(z i ϭ j) gives the probability of choosing a word from topics j in the current document, which will vary across different documents. Intuitively, P(w͉z) indicates which words are important to a topic, whereas P(z) is the prevalence of those topics within a document. For example, in a journal that published only articles in mathematics or neuroscience, we could express the probability distribution over words with two topics, one relating to mathematics and the other relating to neuroscience. The content of the topics would be reflected in P(w͉z); the ''mathematics'' topic would give high probability to words like theory, space, or problem, whereas the ''neuroscience'' topic would give high probability to words like synaptic, neurons, and hippocampal. Whether a particular document concerns neuroscience, mathematics, or computational neuroscience would depend on its distribution over topics, P(z), which determines how these topics are mixed together in forming documents. The fact that multiple topics can be responsible for the words occurring in a single document discriminates this model from a standard Bayesian classifier, in which it is assumed that all the words in the document come from a single class. The ''soft classification'' provided by this model, in which each document is characterized in terms of the contributions of multiple topics, has applications in many domains other than text (7).
Viewing documents as mixtures of probabilistic topics makes it possible to formulate the problem of discovering the set of topics that are used in a collection of documents. Given D documents containing T topics expressed over W unique words, we can represent P(w͉z) with a set of T multinomial distributions over the W words, such that P(w͉z ϭ j) ϭ w (j) , and P(z) with a set of D multinomial distributions over the T topics, such that for a word in document d, P(z ϭ j) ϭ j (d) . To discover the set of topics used in a corpus w ϭ {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n }, where each w i belongs to some document d i , we want to obtain an estimate of that gives high probability to the words that appear in the corpus. One strategy for obtaining such an estimate is to simply attempt to maximize P(w͉, ), following from Eq. 1 directly by using the Expectation-Maximization (8) algorithm to find maximum likelihood estimates of and (2, 3). However, this approach is susceptible to problems involving local maxima and is slow to converge (1, 2) , encouraging the development of models that make assumptions about the source of .
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (1) is one such model, combining Eq. 1 with a prior probability distribution on to provide a complete generative model for documents. This generative model specifies a simple probabilistic procedure by which new documents can be produced given just a set of topics , allowing to be estimated without requiring the estimation of . In Latent Dirichlet Allocation, documents are generated by first picking a distribution over topics from a Dirichlet distribution, which determines P(z) for words in that document. The words in the document are then generated by picking a topic j from this distribution and then picking a word from that topic according to P(w͉z ϭ j), which is determined by a fixed (j) . The estimation problem becomes one of maximizing P(w͉, ␣) ϭ ͐ P(w͉,)P(͉␣)d, where P() is a Dirichlet (␣) distribution. The integral in this expression is intractable, and is thus usually estimated by using sophisticated approximations, either variational Bayes (1) or expectation propagation (9) .
Using Gibbs Sampling to Discover Topics
Our strategy for discovering topics differs from previous approaches in not explicitly representing or as parameters to be estimated, but instead considering the posterior distribution over the assignments of words to topics, P(z͉w). We then obtain estimates of and by examining this posterior distribution. Evaluating P(z͉w) requires solving a problem that has been studied in detail in Bayesian statistics and statistical physics, computing a probability distribution over a large discrete state space. We address this problem by using a Monte Carlo procedure, resulting in an algorithm that is easy to implement, requires little memory, and is competitive in speed and performance with existing algorithms.
We use the probability model for Latent Dirichlet Allocation, with the addition of a Dirichlet prior on . The complete probability model is thus
Here, ␣ and ␤ are hyperparameters, specifying the nature of the priors on and . Although these hyperparameters could be vector-valued as in refs. 1 and 9, for the purposes of this article we assume symmetric Dirichlet priors, with ␣ and ␤ each having a single value. These priors are conjugate to the multinomial distributions and , allowing us to compute the joint distribution P(w, z) by integrating out and . Because P(w, z) ϭ P(w͉z)P(z) and and only appear in the first and second terms, respectively, we can perform these integrals separately. Integrating out gives the first term
in which n j (w) is the number of times word w has been assigned to topic j in the vector of assignments z, and ⌫(⅐) is the standard gamma function. The second term results from integrating out , to give
where n j (d) is the number of times a word from document d has been assigned to topic j. Our goal is then to evaluate the posterior distribution.
P͑z͉w͒ ϭ
P͑w, z͒
Unfortunately, this distribution cannot be computed directly, because the sum in the denominator does not factorize and involves T n terms, where n is the total number of word instances in the corpus.
Computing P(z͉w) involves evaluating a probability distribution on a large discrete state space, a problem that arises often in statistical physics. Our setting is similar, in particular, to the Potts model (e.g., ref. 10) , with an ensemble of discrete variables z, each of which can take on values in {1, 2, . . . , T}, and an energy function given by H(z) ϰ Ϫ log P(w, z) ϭ Ϫlog P(w͉z) Ϫ log P(z). Unlike the Potts model, in which the energy function is usually defined in terms of local interactions on a lattice, here the contribution of each z i depends on all z Ϫi values through the counts n j (w) and n j (d) . Intuitively, this energy function favors ensembles of assignments z that form a good compromise between having few topics per document and having few words per topic, with the terms of this compromise being set by the hyperparameters ␣ and ␤. The fundamental computational problems raised by this model remain the same as those of the Potts model: We can evaluate H(z) for any configuration z, but the state space is too large to enumerate, and we cannot compute the partition function that converts this into a probability distribution (in our case, the denominator of Eq. 4). Consequently, we apply a method that physicists and statisticians have developed for dealing with these problems, sampling from the target distribution by using Markov chain Monte Carlo.
In Markov chain Monte Carlo, a Markov chain is constructed to converge to the target distribution, and samples are then taken from that Markov chain (see refs. [10] [11] [12] . Each state of the chain is an assignment of values to the variables being sampled, in this case z, and transitions between states follow a simple rule. We use Gibbs sampling (13) , known as the heat bath algorithm in statistical physics (10) , where the next state is reached by sequentially sampling all variables from their distribution when conditioned on the current values of all other variables and the data. To apply this algorithm we need the full conditional distribution P(z i ͉z Ϫi , w). This distribution can be obtained by a probabilistic argument or by cancellation of terms in Eqs. 2 and 3, yielding
where n Ϫi (⅐) is a count that does not include the current assignment of z i . This result is quite intuitive; the first ratio expresses the probability of w i under topic j, and the second ratio expresses the probability of topic j in document d i . Critically, these counts are the only information necessary for computing the full conditional distribution, allowing the algorithm to be implemented efficiently by caching the relatively small set of nonzero counts.
Having obtained the full conditional distribution, the Monte Carlo algorithm is then straightforward. The z i variables are initialized to values in {1, 2, . . . , T}, determining the initial state of the Markov chain. We do this with an on-line version of the Gibbs sampler, using Eq. 5 to assign words to topics, but with counts that are computed from the subset of the words seen so far rather than the full data. The chain is then run for a number of iterations, each time finding a new state by sampling each z i from the distribution specified by Eq. 5. Because the only information needed to apply Eq. 5 is the number of times a word is assigned to a topic and the number of times a topic occurs in a document, the algorithm can be run with minimal memory requirements by caching the sparse set of nonzero counts and updating them whenever a word is reassigned. After enough iterations for the chain to approach the target distribution, the current values of the z i variables are recorded. Subsequent samples are taken after an appropriate lag to ensure that their autocorrelation is low (10, 11) .
With a set of samples from the posterior distribution P(z͉w), statistics that are independent of the content of individual topics can be computed by integrating across the full set of samples. For any single sample we can estimate and from the value z by
These values correspond to the predictive distributions over new words w and new topics z conditioned on w and z. ¶
A Graphical Example
To illustrate the operation of the algorithm and to show that it runs in time comparable with existing methods of estimating , we generated a small dataset in which the output of the algorithm can be shown graphically. The dataset consisted of a set of 2,000 images, each containing 25 pixels in a 5 ϫ 5 grid. The intensity of any pixel is specified by an integer value between zero and infinity. This dataset is of exactly the same form as a worddocument cooccurrence matrix constructed from a database of documents, with each image being a document, with each pixel being a word, and with the intensity of a pixel being its frequency. The images were generated by defining a set of 10 topics corresponding to horizontal and vertical bars, as shown in Fig.  1a , then sampling a multinomial distribution for each image from a Dirichlet distribution with ␣ ϭ 1, and sampling 100 pixels (words) according to Eq. 1. A subset of the images generated in this fashion are shown in Fig. 1b . Although some images show evidence of many samples from a single topic, it is difficult to discern the underlying structure of most images. We applied our Gibbs sampling algorithm to this dataset, together with the two algorithms that have previously been used for inference in Latent Dirichlet Allocation: variational Bayes (1) and expectation propagation (9) . (The implementations of variational Bayes and expectation propagation were provided by Tom Minka and are available at www.stat.cmu.edu͞~minka͞ papers͞aspect.html.) We divided the dataset into 1,000 training images and 1,000 test images and ran each algorithm four times, using the same initial conditions for all three algorithms on a given run. These initial conditions were found by an online application of Gibbs sampling, as mentioned above. Variational Bayes and expectation propagation were run until convergence, and Gibbs sampling was run for 1,000 iterations. All three algorithms used a fixed Dirichlet prior on , with ␣ ϭ 1. We tracked the number of floating point operations per iteration for each algorithm and computed the test set perplexity for the estimates of provided by the algorithms at several points. Perplexity is a standard measure of performance for statistical models of natural language (14) and is defined as exp{Ϫlog P(w test ͉)͞n test }, where w test and n test indicate the identities and number of words in the test set, respectively. Perplexity indicates the uncertainty in predicting a single word; lower values are better, and chance performance results in a perplexity equal to the size of the vocabulary, which is 25 in this case. The perplexity for all three models was evaluated by using importance sampling as in ref. 9 , and the estimates of used for evaluating Gibbs sampling were each obtained from a single sample as in Eq. 6. The results of these computations are shown in Fig. 1c . All three algorithms are able to recover the underlying topics, and Gibbs sampling does so more rapidly than either variational Bayes or expectation propagation. A graphical illustration of the operation of the Gibbs sampler is shown in Fig. 2 . The log-likelihood stabilizes quickly, in a fashion consistent across multiple runs, and the topics expressed in the dataset slowly emerge as appropriate assignments of words to topics are discovered.
These results show that Gibbs sampling can be competitive in speed with existing algorithms, although further tests with larger datasets involving real text are necessary to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the different algorithms. The effects of including the Dirichlet (␤) prior in the model and the use of methods for estimating the hyperparameters ␣ and ␤ need to be assessed as part of this comparison. A variational algorithm for ¶ These estimates cannot be combined across samples for any analysis that relies on the content of specific topics. This issue arises because of a lack of identifiability. Because mixtures of topics are used to form documents, the probability distribution over words implied by the model is unaffected by permutations of the indices of the topics. Consequently, no correspondence is needed between individual topics across samples; just because two topics have index j in two samples is no reason to expect that similar words were assigned to those topics in those samples. However, statistics insensitive to permutation of the underlying topics can be computed by aggregating across samples. this ''smoothed'' model is described in ref. 1, which may be more similar to the Gibbs sampling algorithm described here. Ultimately, these different approaches are complementary rather than competitive, providing different means of performing approximate inference that can be selected according to the demands of the problem.
Model Selection
The statistical model we have described is conditioned on three parameters, which we have suppressed in the equations above: the Dirichlet hyperparameters ␣ and ␤ and the number of topics T. Our algorithm is easily extended to allow ␣, ␤, and z to be sampled, but this extension can slow the convergence of the Markov chain. Our strategy in this article is to fix ␣ and ␤ and explore the consequences of varying T. The choice of ␣ and ␤ can have important implications for the results produced by the model. In particular, increasing ␤ can be expected to decrease the number of topics used to describe a dataset, because it reduces the impact of sparsity in Eq. 2. The value of ␤ thus affects the granularity of the model: a corpus of documents can be sensibly factorized into a set of topics at several different scales, and the particular scale assessed by the model will be set by ␤. With scientific documents, a large value of ␤ would lead the model to find a relatively small number of topics, perhaps at the level of scientific disciplines, whereas smaller values of ␤ will produce more topics that address specific areas of research.
Given values of ␣ and ␤, the problem of choosing the appropriate value for T is a problem of model selection, which we address by using a standard method from Bayesian statistics (15) . For a Bayesian statistician faced with a choice between a set of statistical models, the natural response is to compute the posterior probability of that set of models given the observed data. The key constituent of this posterior probability will be the likelihood of the data given the model, integrating over all parameters in the model. In our case, the data are the words in the corpus, w, and the model is specified by the number of topics, T, so we wish to compute the likelihood P(w͉T). The complication is that this requires summing over all possible assignments of words to topics z. However, we can approximate P(w͉T) by taking the harmonic mean of a set of values of P(w͉z, T) when z is sampled from the posterior P(z͉w, T) (15) . Our Gibbs sampling algorithm provides such samples, and the value of P(w͉z,T) can be computed from Eq. 2.
The Topics of Science
The algorithm outlined above can be used to find the topics that account for the words used in a set of documents. We applied this algorithm to the abstracts of papers published in PNAS from 1991 to 2001, with the aim of discovering some of the topics addressed by scientific research. We first used Bayesian model selection to identify the number of topics needed to best account for the structure of this corpus, and we then conducted a detailed analysis with the selected number of topics. Our detailed analysis involved examining the relationship between the topics discovered by our algorithm and the class designations supplied by PNAS authors, using topic dynamics to identify ''hot topics'' and using the topic assignments to highlight the semantic content in abstracts.
How Many Topics?
To evaluate the consequences of changing the number of topics T, we used the Gibbs sampling algorithm outlined in the preceding section to obtain samples from the posterior distribution over z at several choices of T. We used all 28,154 abstracts published in PNAS from 1991 to 2001, with each of these abstracts constituting a single document in the corpus (we will use the words abstract and document interchangeably from this point forward). Any delimiting character, including hyphens, was used to separate words, and we deleted any words that occurred in less than five abstracts or belonged to a standard ''stop'' list used in computational linguistics, including numbers, individual characters, and some function words. This gave us a vocabulary of 20,551 words, which occurred a total of 3,026,970 times in the corpus.
For all runs of the algorithm, we used ␤ ϭ 0.1 and ␣ ϭ 50͞T, keeping constant the sum of the Dirichlet hyperparameters, which can be interpreted as the number of virtual samples contributing to the smoothing of . This value of ␤ is relatively small and can be expected to result in a fine-grained decomposition of the corpus into topics that address specific research areas. We computed an estimate of P(w͉T) for T values of 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, and 1,000 topics. For all values of T, except the last, we ran eight Markov chains, discarding the first 1,000 iterations, and then took 10 samples from each chain at a lag of 100 iterations. In all cases, the log-likelihood values stabilized within a few hundred iterations, as in Fig. 2 . The simulation with 1,000 topics was more time-consuming, and thus we used only six chains, taking two samples from each chain after 700 initial iterations, again at a lag of 100 iterations.
Estimates of P(w͉T) were computed based on the full set of samples for each value of T and are shown in Fig. 3 . The results suggest that the data are best accounted for by a model incorporating 300 topics. P(w͉T) initially increases as a function of T, reaches a peak at T ϭ 300, and then decreases thereafter. This kind of profile is often seen when varying the dimensionality of a statistical model, with the optimal model being rich enough to fit the information available in the data, yet not so complex as to begin fitting noise. As mentioned above, the value of T found through this procedure depends on the choice of ␣ and ␤, and it will also be affected by specific decisions made in forming the dataset, such as the use of a stop list and the inclusion of documents from all PNAS classifications. By using just P(w͉T) to choose a value of T, we are assuming very weak prior constraints on the number of topics. P(w͉T) is just the likelihood term in the inference to P(T͉w), and the prior P(T) might overwhelm this likelihood if we had a particularly strong preference for a smaller number of topics. Scientific Topics and Classes. When authors submit a paper to PNAS, they choose one of three major categories, indicating whether a paper belongs to the Biological, the Physical, or the Social Sciences, and one of 33 minor categories, such as Ecology, Pharmacology, Mathematics, or Economic Sciences. (Anthropology and Psychology can be chosen as a minor category for papers in both Biological and Social Sciences. We treat these minor categories as distinct for the purposes of our analysis.) Having a class designation for each abstract in the corpus provides two opportunities. First, because the topics recovered by our algorithm are purely a consequence of the statistical structure of the data, we can evaluate whether the class designations pick out differences between abstracts that can be expressed in terms of this statistical structure. Second, we can use the class designations to illustrate how the distribution over topics can reveal relationships between documents and between document classes.
We used a single sample taken after 2,000 iterations of Gibbs sampling and computed estimates of (d) by means of Eq. 7. (In this and other analyses, similar results were obtained by examining samples across multiple chains, up to the permutation of topics, and the choice of this particular sample to display the results was arbitrary.) Using these estimates, we computed a mean vector for each minor category, considering just the 2,620 abstracts published in 2001. We then found the most diagnostic topic for each minor category, defined to be the topic j for which the ratio of j for that category to the sum of j across all other categories was greatest. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 4 . The matrix shown in Fig. 4 Upper indicates the mean value of for each minor category, restricted to the set of most diagnostic topics. The strong diagonal is a consequence of our selection procedure, with diagnostic topics having high probability within the classes for which they are diagnostic, but low probability in other classes. The off-diagonal elements illustrate the relationships between classes, with similar classes showing similar distributions across topics.
The distributions over topics for the different classes illustrate how this statistical model can capture similarity in the semantic content of documents. Fig. 4 reveals relationships between specific minor categories, such as Ecology and Evolution, and some of the correspondences within major categories; for example, the minor categories in the Physical and Social Sciences show much greater commonality in the topics appearing in their abstracts than do the Biological Sciences. The results can also be used to assess how much different disciplines depend on particular methods. For example, topic 39, relating to mathematical methods, receives reasonably high probability in Applied Mathematics, Applied Physical Sciences, Chemistry, Engineering, Mathematics, Physics, and Economic Sciences, suggesting that mathematical theory is particularly relevant to these disciplines.
The content of the diagnostic topics themselves is shown in Fig. 4 Lower, listing the five words given highest probability by each topic. In some cases, a single topic was the most diagnostic for several classes: topic 2, containing words relating to global climate change, was diagnostic of Ecology, Geology, and Geophysics; topic 280, containing words relating to evolution and natural selection, was diagnostic of both Evolution and Population Biology; topic 222, containing words relating to cognitive neuroscience, was diagnostic of Psychology as both a Biological and a Social Science; topic 39, containing words relating to mathematical theory, was diagnostic of both Applied Mathematics and Mathematics; and topic 270, containing words having to do with spectroscopy, was diagnostic of both Chemistry and Physics. The remaining topics were each diagnostic of a single minor category and, in general, seemed to contain words relevant to enquiry in that discipline. The only exception was topic 109, diagnostic of Economic Sciences, which contains words generally relevant to scientific research. This may be a consequence of the relatively small number of documents in this class (only three in 2001), which makes the estimate of extremely unreliable. Topic 109 also serves to illustrate that not all of the topics found by the algorithm correspond to areas of research; some of the topics picked out scientific words that tend to occur together for other reasons, like those that are used to describe data or those that express tentative conclusions.
Finding strong diagnostic topics for almost all of the minor categories suggests that these categories have differences that can be expressed in terms of the statistical structure recovered by our algorithm. The topics discovered by the algorithm are found in a completely unsupervised fashion, using no information except the distribution of the words themselves, implying that the minor categories capture real differences in the content of abstracts, at the level of the words used by authors. It also shows that this algorithm finds genuinely informative structure in the data, producing topics that connect with our intuitive understanding of the semantic content of documents.
Hot and Cold Topics. Historians, sociologists, and philosophers of science and scientists themselves recognize that topics rise and fall in the amount of scientific interest they generate, although whether this is the result of social forces or rational scientific practice is the subject of debate (e.g., refs. 16 and 17). Because our analysis reduces a corpus of scientific documents to a set of topics, it is straightforward to analyze the dynamics of these topics as a means of gaining insight into the dynamics of science. If understanding these dynamics is the goal of our analysis, we can formulate more sophisticated generative models that incorporate parameters describing the change in the prevalence of topics over time. Here, we present a basic analysis based on a post hoc examination of the estimates of produced by the model. Being able to identify the ''hot topics'' in science at a particular point is one of the most attractive applications of this kind of model, providing quantitative measures of the prevalence of particular kinds of research that may be useful for historical purposes and for determination of targets for scientific funding. Analysis at the level of topics provides the opportunity to combine information about the occurrences of a set of semantically related words with cues that come from the content of the remainder of the document, potentially highlighting trends that might be less obvious in analyses that consider only the frequencies of single words.
To find topics that consistently rose or fell in popularity from 1991 to 2001, we conducted a linear trend analysis on j by year, using the same single sample as in our previous analyses. We applied this analysis to the sample used to generate Fig. 4 . Consistent with the idea that science shows strong trends, with topics rising and falling regularly in popularity, 54 of the topics showed a statistically significant increasing linear trend, and 50 showed a statistically significant decreasing linear trend, both at the P ϭ 0.0001 level. The three hottest and coldest topics, assessed by the size of the linear trend test statistic, are shown in Fig. 5 . The hottest topics discovered through this analysis were topics 2, 134, and 179, corresponding to global warming and climate change, gene knockout techniques, and apoptosis (programmed cell death), the subject of the 2002 Nobel Prize in Physiology. The cold topics were not topics that lacked prevalence in the corpus but those that showed a strong decrease in popularity over time. The coldest topics were 37, 289, and 75, corresponding to sequencing and cloning, structural biology, and immunology. All these topics were very popular in about 1991 and fell in popularity over the period of analysis. The Nobel Prizes again provide a good means of validating these trends, with prizes being awarded for work on sequencing in 1993 and immunology in 1989.
Tagging Abstracts. Each sample produced by our algorithm consists of a set of assignments of words to topics. We can use these assignments to identify the role that words play in documents. In particular, we can tag each word with the topic to which it was assigned and use these assignments to highlight topics that are particularly informative about the content of a document. The abstract shown in Fig. 6 is tagged with topic labels as superscripts. Words without superscripts were not included in the vocabulary supplied to the model. All assignments come from the same single sample as used in our previous analyses, illustrating the kind of words assigned to the evolution topic discussed above (topic 280).
This kind of tagging is mainly useful for illustrating the content of individual topics and how individual words are assigned, and it was used for this purpose in ref. 1 . It is also possible to use the results of our algorithm to highlight conceptual content in other ways. For example, if we integrate across a set of samples, we can compute a probability that a particular word is assigned to the most prevalent topic in a document. This probability provides a graded measure of the importance of a word that uses information from the full set of samples, rather than a discrete measure computed from a single sample. This form of highlighting is used to set the contrast of the words shown in Fig. 6 and picks out the words that determine the topical content of the document. Such methods might provide a means of increasing the efficiency of searching large document databases, in particular, because it can be modified to indicate words belonging to the topics of interest to the searcher.
Conclusion
We have presented a statistical inference algorithm for Latent Dirichlet Allocation (1), a generative model for documents in 6 . A PNAS abstract (18) tagged according to topic assignment. The superscripts indicate the topics to which individual words were assigned in a single sample, whereas the contrast level reflects the probability of a word being assigned to the most prevalent topic in the abstract, computed across samples.
which each document is viewed as a mixture of topics, and have shown how this algorithm can be used to gain insight into the content of scientific documents. The topics recovered by our algorithm pick out meaningful aspects of the structure of science and reveal some of the relationships between scientific papers in different disciplines. The results of our algorithm have several interesting applications that can make it easier for people to understand the information contained in large knowledge domains, including exploring topic dynamics and indicating the role that words play in the semantic content of documents.
The results we have presented use the simplest model of this kind and the simplest algorithm for generating samples. In future research, we intend to extend this work by exploring both more complex models and more sophisticated algorithms. Whereas in this article we have focused on the analysis of scientific documents, as represented by the articles published in PNAS, the methods and applications we have presented are relevant to a variety of other knowledge domains. Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a statistical model that is appropriate for any collection of documents, from e-mail records and newsgroups to the entire World Wide Web. Discovering the topics underlying the structure of such datasets is the first step to being able to visualize their content and discover meaningful trends.
